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i» On '"Frila3 Nijht? 
And There Was Evening, And There Was Morning ... 

When following the gregorian (secular) calendar, it is natural to think of the days of the week as Sunday, 
Monday, Tuesday .... Friday, Saturday, each day beginning at midnight and ending at midnight. In the Jewish 
calendar, however, the names of the days are given as we count toward Shabbat: Day One, Day Two, Day 
Three .... Day Six, Shabbat, and each day begins and ends at sunset. 

In the first chapter of the book of Genesis, the description of each day's creation is noted with the same 
language: ¼ 'yehee erev va 'yehee voker -- And there was evening 
and there was morning. It is therefore understood that according 
to the order of creation, evening precedes morning. Thus, each 
day begins at sunset. Shabbat and all Jewish holidays, therefore, 
begin at sunset, the evening before the day of the holiday 
marked on a secular calendar. 

Since the precise time of sunset is difficult to determine 
( whether sunset means the beginning of the setting of the sun 
or once the sun has completely set), Shabbat is observed from 
the beginning of sunset on Friday through the end of sunset on 
Saturday -- a time period that works out to just about 25 hours. 

Genesis 1:5, 8, 31 
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Lighting The Way To Peace 
The very last act performed before bringing Shabbat into the home is the lighting of the Shabbat candles. 

While this mitzvah is considered one of the three primary mitzvot of a Jewish woman, Shabbat candles must 
be lit in every home, by either a man or a woman. 

Shabbat candles have long been the symbol of Shabbat. Why are they so important, especially if the 
mitzvah of lighting candles is done even before Shabbat actually begins? The candles are lit just before 
Shabbat because one may not kindle a flame on Shabbat, since kindling is considered "creative work." The 
actual candles, however, must burn well into Shabbat evening, since the light of the Shabbat candles is 
perceived as a critical part of creating oneg Shabbat -- an enjoyable Shabbat atmosphere. 

One is supposed to enjoy Shabbat, and stumbling about in a dark house is hardly a way to experience 
enjoyment. Today, when every house is filled with electric light, it may be difficult to grasp the importance of 
candles. It should be recalled, however, that electric light came into use only at the beginning of the last 
century. The burning Shabbat candles, often placed on or near the dining room table, ensure Shalom Bayit, 
peace in the home, for Shabbat evening. And even today, in rooms filled with electric light, there is a special 
soothing feeling when watching the flickering flames of the candles cast playful shadows as they add a glow of 
sanctity to the Shabbat setting. 

Talmud Shabbat 25b and Rashi: Rabbi Nachman the son of Rabba said in the name of Rav: Lighting candles for 
Shabbat is obligatory. RAsHI: This is to honor Shabbat, for there is no significant meal [served] except in a place of light . 
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Rambam Hilchot Shabbat 5:1 Even if one has nothing to eat, he must go from door to door to borrow money and 
purchase oil to light the candle(s), for this is included under the obligation to enjoy Shabbat . 
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